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Abstract 
The service life of concrete-based infrastructure and buildings is seriously shortened due to the 
chloride-induced durability problems. In order to clarify the transport mechanism associated with the 
response of inclusion structures, this paper presents a numerical study on the influence caused by 
morphology and heterogeneity of individual phases, in which the concrete is treated as a three-phase 
composite including mortar, aggregates and interfacial transition zone (ITZ). A series of meso-scale 
numerical models with different shapes and volume fractions of aggregates are developed for 
examining the effects of aggregates on ionic migration. Unlike in most of the existing published 
research work in this area, a multi-component ionic transport theory which takes ionic interactions 
into consideration has been utilised in this study. By coupling mass conservation and Poisson’s 
equations, the time-spatial concentration distribution results for individual ionic species are obtained. 
Other important factors such as the externally applied electric field, concrete heterogeneity, ionic 
binding and ITZ are also considered and examined in this study. Through this relatively thorough 
numerical analysis, some important features about the effect of aggregate shape based on multi-
species modelling, which have previously not been properly investigated, are highlighted. 
Keywords: durability; numerical modelling; concrete composites; inner structures of concrete; 
aggregate shape; chloride migration; heterogeneity; multi-phase; multi-species; ionic interaction; 
binding 
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1. Introduction 
Concrete is the most widely used man-made material in modern construction industry. 
However, the service life of concrete-based infrastructure and buildings has been seriously 
shortened due to the durability problems, especially the corrosion of reinforcement caused by 
the penetration of chloride ions. Once the chloride concentration around the reinforcing steel 
reaches a threshold value, depassivation of the reinforcement will occur [1],[2]. To this end, it 
is important to clarify the transport mechanism associated with changes in ionic concentration 
in concrete, and how individual phases in concrete composites behave during chlorides 
penetration. 
During the last few decades, a number of studies have been produced around the theme of 
assessment of ionic transport in concrete by using traditional methods, including analytical 
models [3]-[10] and experimental techniques [11]-[23]. Concrete is a composite material 
consisting of meso- and micro-structural organisations, which has a complicated 
heterogeneous nature. Unfortunately, most of the previous analytical studies are only capable 
of tackling one dimensional transport problems in a single-phase medium and are generally 
suitable for cement or mortar matrices, but not for concrete. Experimental studies have the 
advantage of providing credible and valuable data on transport properties of concrete; 
however, they are weak in clarifying the individual effects of different factors, as well as 
usually being time-consuming and expensive.  
It seems that none of these earlier experimental or analytical methods is suitable for 
evaluating the influence of individual components on chloride transport in concrete. To deal 
with this, from the mechanics point of view, if the properties of each individual material 
involved in the concrete are known then the properties of the concrete composite should be 
predictable. For this concern, advanced numerical concrete models, which are originally 
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developed for structural stress analysis [24],[25], have recently been utilized to investigate 
the ionic transport properties of concrete, treating it as a multi-phase composite material [26]-
[42]. By using these multi-phase computational models, it can be easy to clarify and quantify 
the influence of the different component parts of concrete, i.e. coarse/fine aggregate 
inclusion, mortar/cement and interfacial transition zones (ITZs), which could not be achieved 
with one dimensional (1-D) analytical models. However, most of the existing modelling work 
assumes that the shape of an aggregate particle is circular or spherical. This rough 
simplification may cause simulation results to be inaccurate. More recently, meso-structures 
of concrete with several aggregate shapes have been established to explore the effect of 
aggregate shape on the durability properties of concrete. As a typical example, Larrard et al. 
[44] numerically generated 3-D, 2-phase samples with and without steel bars to study the 
effects of the aggregate shape on drying and atmospheric carbonation. It was found that, 
regarding macroscopic indicators, the influence of the coarse aggregate shapes appears 
negligible when compared to the effect of their volume fractions. Li et al [45] established 3-D 
meso-scale models to investigate the effective permeability during steady state flow, and 
claimed that the tortuosity effect is more pronounced when different aggregate shapes are 
employed. Abyaneh et al. [46] numerically explored the effect of aggregate size, shape and 
volume fraction on the capillary absorption. They solved the non-linear, non-steady state 
Fick’s equation in a 3-D mesoscale model and found the shape of aggregate particles may 
have a significant effect on the water penetration profile and sorptivity. Using chloride 
diffusivity as a durability indicator, Zheng et al. [47] applied a 2-D, 3-phase model using 
lattice method to investigate the effect of aggregate shape on chloride diffusion through 
concrete, in which the aggregate particles are assumed to be elliptical. They concluded that 
the chloride diffusivity in concrete decreases with an increase in the aspect ratio of elliptical 
aggregate particles. Abyaneh et al. [48] conducted a series of numerical simulations with a 3-
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D finite difference model to study the effect of the shape of various spheroidal aggregates (i.e. 
spherical, tri-axial ellipsoidal, prolate spheroidal and oblate spheroidal). The results showed 
that the diffusivity decreased significantly when spherical aggregate particles were replaced 
by ellipsoidal aggregate particles, particularly for higher aggregate fractions and aspect ratios.  
Most of transport models described above focus on the diffusion mechanism and employ 
Fick’s law to describe the steady-state chloride diffusion in concrete with spheroidal 
aggregates. The ionic transport behaviour in saturated electrolyte solution is classified into 
both diffusion and migration, particularly for cases where an externally applied electric field 
is involved, such as in the rapid chloride permeability/migration test (RCPT/RCM) [21]-[23], 
and the electrochemical chloride removal (ECR) treatment [49]. The former is one of the 
most widely used test methods in durability testing; whereas the latter has recently become a 
popular rehabilitation method due to both its cost and efficiency. It is clearly essential for the 
numerical models to extend the ionic diffusion to a more complicated migration dominated 
process. In recent years, great efforts have been made on this issue [50]-[68]. However, the 
presence of an external electric field, and coupling between different species leads the 
transport equations to a highly nonlinear form. In order to achieve convergent solutions, most 
existing numerical simulations regarding migration only adopt a 1-D model or 2-D model, 
but incorporate a number of simplifications (e.g. circular aggregates). 
The above literature review shows that the influence of inner structures morphology, i.e., 
various shaped aggregates on ionic transport in a multiple ionic electro-migration process 
within mortar or concrete has not been investigated in the existing models. In this paper, a 
numerical study is presented to simulate the chloride migration process by treating the 
concrete as a three-phase composite including mortar, ITZs and aggregates with various 
shapes and volume fractions. A series of meso-scale models are developed for a theoretical 
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investigation. The previous studies on the effect of aggregate shape [47],[48] did not discuss 
or show the details of chloride transport in concrete, such as the time-dependent 
concentration distribution and penetration depth (which are the key information for predicting 
the depassivation process or chloride diffusivity), and they modelled concrete with only 
spheroidal shaped inclusions. The study presented in this paper examines both spheroidal and 
polygonal aggregates, and also provides time-spatial distribution results for the four ionic 
species involved (K
+
, Na
+
, Cl
-
, OH
-
) by solving coupled mass conservation and Poisson’s 
equations. Other important factors such as the externally applied electric field, concrete 
heterogeneity, ionic binding and the ITZs are also considered and examined in this study. 
Through this thorough numerical analysis based on multi-phase and multi-species modelling, 
some important features about the effect of aggregate shape, which have not previously been 
properly investigated, are highlighted. 
2. Theoretical background 
In order to discuss the ionic transport features in heterogeneous concrete subjected to an 
external electric field, more attention should be devoted to the definitions of driving forces, 
ionic binding, time-dependent concentration and electrical potential per unit of medium. 
Fick’s law is not adequate to describe the ionic transport other than the diffusion process. 
When a transport process includes various driving forces such as concentration gradient, 
electric field, pressure flow and chemical activity, the flux of ionic species can be presented 
by the extended Nernst-Planck equation as follows, 
k
k
k
kkkk
k
kkk
C
uCΦCD
RT
Fz
CD 

J                                                                 (1) 
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where Jk and Ck are the flux and the concentration of the k-th species, respectively, Dk is the 
diffusion coefficient, uk is the advective velocity, γk is the chemical activity coefficient, zk is 
the charge number, F = 9.648×104 Cmol-1 is the Faraday constant, R = 8.314 J mol-1K-1 is 
the ideal gas constant, T = 298 K is the absolute temperature, and Φ is the electrostatic 
potential. For the RCM test, as the pore solution is fully saturated with diluted solution and 
there are no pressure differences, the terms of convection and chemical activity can be 
ignored. Hence, the extended Nernst-Planck equation can be simplified to a diffusion-
migration form, as follows:  
ΦCD
RT
Fz
CD kk
k
kkk J                                                                                              (2) 
To quantitatively describe the time-spatial distribution of ionic concentrations, each ionic 
species involved in the electrolyte solution is also subjected to the mass conservation 
equations as described in Eq. (3), 
k
k
t
C
J


                                                                                                                         (3) 
where t is time. As the effect of the aggregate is involved in this study, the concrete 
considered here is modelled as a composite structure consisting of aggregate-, cement paste- 
and ITZ-phases at mesoscopic level. The cement paste phase and ITZ phase are treated as  
two different porous materials; different microstructure properties are applied in the 
numerical simulation to show their different transport properties. Thus the governing 
equations for ionic transport in this study should be rewritten and taken influences of the 
microstructure properties of the porous materials into account. In this study, porosity and 
tortuosity of the pore structure are considered to represent the microstructure effect. 
Adsorption and desorption of ions [69] at the pore walls while ions transport in the pore 
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structures are also considered. Normally the porosity and tortuosity effects are considered by 
adjusting the diffusion coefficient, but in this study these two parameters are considered by 
using the ionic transport equations in porous media. Adsorption and desorption are 
considered using existing ionic binding models. Finally Eq. (3) should be modified as 
follows: 
k
kk
t
S
t
C
J






 ])1[()(
                                                                                          (4) 
where φ is the porosity and Sk is the concentration of bound ions. Three different methods 
(linear, Langmuir or Freundlich isotherm [70]) can be used to approximate the ratio between 
the bound and free chloride ions and the binding is nearly independent of the ionic transport 
rate. To enhance numerical stability, a simple linear isotherm [71] is used here:  
kkk CS 



 )1(
                                                                                                                    (5) 
where k > 0 is a dimensionless fitting constant for the k-th species. Substituting Eqs. (2) and 
(5) into Eq. (4) yields: 
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During the ionic migration process, the electrostatic potential, Φ, in Eq. (6) is governed  not 
only by the externally applied electric field, but also by the internal concentration imbalance 
between different species caused by different flow rate.  The electrostatic potential should be 
decided by Gauss’s law [72] as the following form of Poisson’s equation, 



N
k
kk
r
Cz
F
Φ
10
2

                                                                 (7) 
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where εo = 8.854×10
-12
 CV
-1
m
-1
 is the permittivity of vacuum, εr = 78.3 is the relative 
permittivity of water at 298 K, and N is the total number of species involved in the 
simulation. Most of the existing work on multi-species transport is based on the assumption 
of electro-neutrality condition (


N
k
kkCz
1
0 ) replacing Eq. (7) and thus 02  Φ , which 
means that the electrostatic potential, Φ, in Eq. (6) is only determined by the externally 
applied electric field. Though this assumption can reduce the computational difficulty, the 
ionic electro-coupling between different species cannot be realised, which can lead to 
questionable results. Literatures also indicate that the numerical models with consideration of 
interactions between multiple ionic species controlled by Poisson’s equation, which is the 
more correct relationship between the electrostatic potential and the charge density, can 
provide more accurate results than those considering only one ionic species, or those 
considering multi-species in the pore solution but using the assumption of the electro-
neutrality condition [51]-[55]. However, Poisson’s equation brings huge difficulties in 
achieving convergent solutions and for now only the 1-D or 2-D simulation result for multi-
species transport is available. N, this study will solve Eqs. (6) and (7) with given initial and 
boundary conditions to obtain the distribution profiles of electrostatic potential Φ and the 
concentration profiles  of individual ionic species, at any place and any time in the solution 
domain. 
3. Modelling 
The concrete specimen modelled in this study is considered as a composite material with 
three phases, consisting of cement mortar matrix, coarse aggregates and ITZs. For 
simplification, in most of the existing multi-phase concrete models [26]-[43] including the 
authors’ previous works [55], [64]-[67], the shape of the coarse aggregate was assumed to be 
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circular or spherical. In reality, the shape of coarse aggregates is not spherical in most cases. 
One of the 2-D multi-phase concrete models, with a sample size of 50×50 mm, is shown in 
Fig.1. The volume fraction of aggregate Vagg is 0.5 in this model. The circles represent the 
impermeable aggregates with radii ranging from 1.5 mm to 10 mm with Fuller aggregate 
gradation. The locations of the aggregates were randomly determined using a MATLAB 
program. Regarding the statistical effects, at a certain volume fraction of aggregate, the 
diffusivity of a 2-D concrete performs a decent reproducibility due to the use of the same 
aggregate gradation. The ITZs are considered as thin shell layers outside each aggregate 
particle, and the thickness of the ITZ layers in the model is assumed to be 40 μm due to 
numerical difficulties in mesh size (the ITZ thickness is usually supposed to be 20-50 m in 
normal concrete [74],[75]). The remaining part of the model represents the cement mortar 
matrix. As well as using the aggregate volume fraction of 0.5, this study also conducted 
simulations with different concrete geometries and volume fractions (ranging from 0.1-0.5) 
of various shaped aggregates but these are not displayed here.  
In order to further study the effect caused by different aggregate shapes and volume fractions, 
a set of newly developed 2-D models with various shapes and volume fractions of coarse 
aggregates are used in this study. Fig. 2 shows the models with the same volume fraction of 
aggregate (Vagg = 0.5) but different aggregate shapes, which are elliptical, triangular, 
rectangular, and mixed shapes. The various shaped ITZs wrapped around the aggregate 
particles are shown in the zoomed-in figure on the right-hand side of Fig.2, and are 
highlighted in blue. The finite element meshes are also shown in Fig.2, which shows that only 
the cement mortar phase and ITZs are meshed during modelling. The coarse aggregate 
particles are assumed to be impermeable to save the simulation time. Note that due to the 
issue of Peclet number [55] and tiny scale of ITZs, the element size need to be finely meshed 
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to achieve convergent solutions. Denser meshes bring more accurate result but much more 
time for computing. In this study, a minimum element size of 6.25 μm has been chosen to 
balance between the accuracy and computation time. It is also noticeable from Fig.2 that 
elliptical, triangular, and rectangular type aggregates are almost uniformly distributed within 
their respective concrete geometries, whereas the aggregates in the mixed shape model are 
less uniformly distributed. An elaborate examination of the model geometries including 
mixed shape aggregate particles shows that smaller sized particles gather more in the region 
near the cathode (from x=0m to x=0.025m), whereas the larger sized particles gather more in 
the region near the anode (from x=0.025m to x=0.05m). This mixed shape model has been 
intentionally developed in this way to investigate the influence of tortuosity and to show the 
effect of aggregate size to some extent, which is explained and discussed later.  
The models described above are then employed to simulate the RCM test [21]-[23], in which 
concrete specimens are placed between two compartments and an external DC voltage of 
24V is applied between the two surfaces of the specimen. The compartment with the cathode 
inserted is filled with 0.52 mole/l NaCl solution and the compartment with the anode inserted 
is filled with 0.30 mole/l NaOH solution. The whole RCM test set-up is illustrated in Fig.3. 
Four ionic species (i.e. K
+
, Na
+
, Cl
-
, OH
-
) are analysed in the simulations. Other ionic species 
(e.g. Ca
2+
 and SO4
2-
) are not considered in the present simulations owing to their low 
concentrations in the concrete specimen. The ionic transport parameters employed in this 
numerical study are listed in Table 1, and the initial and boundary conditions are shown in 
Table 2 [73]. For the conditions shown in Table 2 and the aforementioned meshing settings, 
it takes almost one day to achieve one convergent result on a PC of 2.5 GHz quad-core 
processors and 16G RAM, depending on the number of degree of freedom which is, for 
example, 0.98 million in the model shown in Fig.2 (southeast). 
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4. Results and Discussion 
With given initial and boundary conditions, the five field variables (i.e. electrostatic potential 
and concentrations of K
+
, Na
+
, Cl
-
, and OH
-
) in the simulated 3-phase concrete specimens can 
be numerically calculated by solving the mass conservation equation and the Poisson 
equation. The 3-D plots shown in Figs. 4 and 5 provide a good visualized view of the 
evolution of the variables, in which the two plane coordinates represent the position of the 2-
D concrete model with 50% volume fraction of various shaped aggregates, and the vertical 
coordinate is the results of the variable. Each frame of an individual variable represents one 
unique moment during the first 4 hours of the simulated RCM test. It can be seen from Fig. 4 
that when using Poisson’s equation to control the multi-species ionic transport, electrostatic 
potential increases from = 0 at the cathode to = 24 V at the anode, but this relationship is 
clearly not linear. It is interesting to note from the 3-D plot that the electrostatic potential 
curve varies from a convex shape after the first hour to a concave shape after the fourth hour. 
This means that initially migration speed of ionic species is higher in the region near the 
cathode, but over time the zone with higher ionic migration speed moves to the anode. The 
results show that migration speed of chloride ions is not be constant and varies not only in 
time but also in space. 
In terms of the four ionic concentrations, because the penetration of chloride ions and the 
effect of aggregate shape on it are of particular interest, only the distribution profiles of 
chloride concentration are shown in the form of a 3-D plot in Fig.5. With the same aggregate 
volume fraction, the evolution of ionic transport in the models with elliptical, triangular, 
rectangular and mixed shape aggregate particles is very similar to that in the circular 
aggregate model which has been validated against experimental data [65]. The negatively 
charged chloride ions are driven steadily from the cathode towards the anode in the migration 
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process along the x-axis, which can be observed through the visible ‘migration wave front’. It 
can also be seen from the figures that the migration wave fronts of chloride ions are split into 
sections by the impermeable aggregate particles, which makes the wave front act like a 
‘waterfall’. Generally, the moving velocity of the wave front ‘waterfall’ is almost the same 
along the y-axis, apart from in the model using triangular shaped aggregate, as shown in 
Fig.5c. This phenomenon can be explained by the effect of tortuosity. The sharp angles of the 
triangular shape significantly increase the length of the flow path and create a lot of local 
corner pockets in the electrolyte solution, which slows down the transport of ions in 
corresponding areas. 
For a more quantitative study, Figs. 6-9 employ traditional 2-D plots to show comparisons of 
the concentration profiles of four ionic species with five different aggregate shapes. 
Considering the results of the different ionic species, as a result of the nonlinear electrostatic 
potential gradient, the ionic species coupling can be observed by the similar migration speed 
of the same charged ions. Considering the results of different aggregate shapes, it is clear that 
there is only a tiny difference in the migration velocities between the models with the 
“obtuse” shapes (i.e. circular, elliptical and rectangular), which gives a similar tortuosity. In 
contrast, from the overall point of view, the migration velocities with the model using 
triangular aggregate are the lowest among the five different models, which is mainly due to 
the higher tortuosity. 
More interesting features can be found upon closer examination of the curves of the mixed 
shape model. As mentioned above, the different shaped aggregates are deliberately arranged 
to be less uniformly distributed (the small sized particles gather more near the cathode side, 
and the larger ones gather more near the anode side). The tortuosity of this model is 
correspondingly less uniform (with higher tortuosity in the area near the cathode, and lower 
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tortuosity in the area near the anode). As a consequence, the speed of the migration wave 
front of the negatively charged ions (Cl
-
 and OH
-
) in the mixed shape model is much slower 
than that in the models using circular, elliptical and rectangular aggregates in the section from 
x=0m to x=0.025m, but it is a little higher than that in the triangular shape model. In the 
section from x=0.025m to x=0.05m, close to the anode, the speed of the migration wave front 
of the negatively charged ions in the mixed shape model is much higher than that in the 
triangular shape model, and is nearly the same as the results in the obtuse shape models. 
Governed by the electrochemical multi-species coupling, the results for the positively 
charged ions (K
+
 and Na
+
) show exactly the opposite trend. The phenomenon discussed 
above clearly shows how the tortuosity (caused by aggregate size) regionally affects ionic 
transport in concrete.  
The above findings show that under the condition of identical volume fraction but with 
different aggregate distribution scenarios, the effect of aggregate shape has a significant 
impact on ionic migration. The aggregate particles lead to higher tortuosity of concrete in the 
triangular shape model, but in the circular, elliptical and rectangular shape models the 
aggregate shape has little impact, leading to lower tortuosity of concrete in these cases. 
Interestingly, this phenomenon is similar to what happened in Abyaneh’s model [48]. The 
triangle aggregate herein acts like the tri-axial ellipsoidal and oblate spheroidal aggregates 
of higher aspect ratios. This shows that the tortuosity effect can play significant roles in both 
2-D migration and 3-D diffusion models. To further demonstrate this finding, more examples 
are provided here of different aggregate particle shapes with various volume fractions 
(ranging from 0% to 50%). Figs. 10, 11 and 12 show the comparisons of different shapes 
under the aggregate volume fractions of 30%, 40% and 45%, respectively. As expected, the 
earlier observations from the simulations under the condition of identical volume fraction of 
aggregate can be seen in simulations with different volume fractions of aggregate. Figs.10-12 
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again show that the migration velocities of chloride ions are approximately identical when 
comparing the models with various shapes, apart from in the model using triangular 
aggregates, which leads to a significantly higher tortuosity. Moreover, by referring to the 
results under the condition of different volume fractions of aggregates (i.e. 50%, 45%, 40% 
and 30%), it can be found that the effect of aggregate shape increases with the aggregate 
volume fraction. Note that the aggregates of mixed shapes in the models with 30%, 40% and 
45% fractions are randomly distributed. Therefore, the special phenomenon caused by the 
tortuosity difference which occurs in Figs. 6-9 disappears in Figs. 10-12.  
Figure 13 shows the distribution profiles of Cl
-
 concentration comparing three different 
aggregate volume fractions. As expected, the smaller the aggregate volume fraction is, the 
quicker the chloride ions travel. This is likely to be due to the tortuosity effect. As the 
aggregate volume fraction increases, tortuosity gets higher, thus the ionic transport slows 
down. However, due to the presence of the ITZ phase (in which the ions travel much faster 
than in bulk mortar), the discrepancy in the results between different volume fractions is not 
so remarkable. It can be seen that the higher aggregate volume fraction is also accompanied 
by a higher ITZ volume fraction. It can also be seen by careful examination of the influence 
of aggregate shape, as shown in the concentration profiles (Fig. 8 and Fig. 13), that the 
impact of aggregate shape appears to be more significant than the effect of their volume 
fractions. For example, the variation in velocity between circular and triangular shapes is 
greater than that between 30% and 50% volume fractions; the variation in velocity between 
the other three shapes is also close to that between the 40% and 50% volume fractions. These 
findings clearly emphasise the significance of exploring the aggregate shape effect on ionic 
electro-migration in multi-phase models. 
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5. Conclusions 
This paper presents a numerical investigation into the transport features of chloride migration 
in concrete composite based on a 3-phase model, which considers various shapes (both 
spheroidal and polygon) and volume fractions of aggregates. The model also considers ionic 
interactions, ionic binding, the non-steady state process and external voltage, to simulate a 
multi-component transport process during RCM testing. From this study the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
1) The proposed multi-phase, multi-component transport model provides a promising 
tool for demonstrating the transport features, such as how ionic concentration changes 
in concrete and how individual phases behave while chlorides penetrate the concrete 
composites. In this model, the electrostatic potential gradient, which is also the 
dominant source of ionic transport, is no longer linear, but varies not only in time but 
also in space. 
2) The 2-D concentration distribution profiles show that the irregular tortuosity caused 
by various shaped aggregates will markedly influence the length of the flow paths of 
ions as well as the ionic diffusivity. In addition, the distribution scenario of coarse 
aggregates will also have an impact on ionic transport.  
3) Under the condition of identical volume fraction of aggregates, the effect of aggregate 
shape has significant impact on the ionic migration rate when the aggregate shapes 
have higher tortuosity, whereas it has little impact when the aggregate shapes have 
lower tortuosity. 
4) Under the condition of different volume fractions of aggregates, the effect of 
aggregate shape increases with the aggregate volume fraction. 
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5) The comparison between the effects of shape and volume fraction suggests that, in 
addition to the volume fraction of aggregates, the aggregate morphology is also an 
important factor to consider in modelling the concrete composites. 
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Table 1. Ionic transport properties in different phases 
 
Field variables Potassium Sodium  Chloride Hydroxide 
Charge number 1 1 -1 -1 
Diffusion coefficient in 
aggregates, DA 
0 0 0 0 
Diffusion coefficient in bulk 
mortar, DB, ×10
-10
 m
2
/s 
1.96 1.33 2.03 5.26 
Diffusion coefficient in ITZs, 
DI ×10
-10
 m
2
/s 
9.80 6.65 10.15 26.30 
 
 
Table 2. Initial and boundary conditions of individual species 
 
Field variables Potassium Sodium  Chloride Hydroxide 
Electrostatic 
potential 
Concentration 
boundary conditions, 
mole/m
3
 
x = 0 0 520  520 0 0 
x = L 0 300 0 300 24 V 
Flux boundary 
conditions 
y = 0 J = 0 J = 0 J = 0 J = 0 әΦ/әy=0 
y = L J = 0 J = 0 J = 0 J = 0 әΦ/әy=0 
Initial conditions, 
mole/m
3
 
t = 0 200 100 0 300 0 
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Figure 1. Geometry sample of 2D multi-phase concrete model: section of concrete, Vagg = 0.5. 
 
 
Figure 2. Finite element mesh of geometries with various shaped aggregates, Vagg = 0.5. 
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of 2-D plain concrete specimen in a RCM test. 
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Figure 4. Electrostatic potential distribution profiles (for aggregates with mixed shapes). 
 
 
Figure 5a. Concentration distribution profiles of chloride ions (for aggregates with a circular shape). 
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Figure 5b. Concentration distribution profiles of chloride ions (for aggregates with an elliptical shape). 
 
Figure 5c. Concentration distribution profiles of chloride ions (for aggregates with a triangular shape). 
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Figure 5d. Concentration distribution profiles of chloride ions (for aggregates with a rectangular shape). 
 
Figure 5e. Concentration distribution profiles of chloride ions (for aggregates with mixed shapes). 
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Figure 6. Comparisons of potassium concentration profiles for different aggregate shapes, Vagg = 0.5. 
 
Figure 7. Comparisons of sodium concentration profiles for different aggregate shapes, Vagg = 0.5 
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Figure 8. Comparisons of chloride concentration profiles for different aggregate shapes, Vagg = 0.5. 
 
Figure 9. Comparisons of hydroxide concentration profiles for different aggregate shapes, Vagg = 0.5. 
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Figure 10. Comparisons of chloride concentration profiles for different aggregate shapes, Vagg  = 0.3. 
 
Figure 11. Comparisons of chloride concentration profiles for different aggregate shapes, Vagg = 0.4. 
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Figure 12. Comparisons of chloride concentration profiles for different aggregate shapes, Vagg = 0.45. 
 
Figure 13. Comparisons of chloride concentration profiles for different volume fractions (circular aggregates) 
